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P. Nilson and J. Peetre have recently obtained an explicit expression for 
the interpolation K-functional between the spaces L” and Ly, 1 ,<p, q < 00 
(see CNP]). Jn this same paper they also ask for the corresponding exten- 
sion of their theorem to the case of Orlicz spaces. The present article offers 
an approach to this situation for a modified K-functional, equivalent to the 
customary interpolation K-functional. The method we use is an optimiza- 
tion method based on elementary differential calculus. 
Hereafter M will denote an Orlicz convex function on LO, 00) (i.e., a 
continuous convex increasing function satisfying M(0) = 0, M( 1) = 1, an 
M(x) + cc as x + co). We also suppose M has continuous derivative and 
satisfies the AZ-condition (i.e., there exists KS- 0 so that M(2t) .G KM(t) for 
all t > 0). As usual, the Orlicz space LM = L”IO, co) is the space of all 
(equivalence classes of) measurable functionsSon [O, co) such that 
for some p >O. The norm in LM is defined by ljfjlM=inf{p>O; 
Jam M(lfllP) dxd 1). 
LM is a rearrangement invariant function space (see [LT]) and t 
integrable simple functions are dense in L”. In order to ensure the validity 
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of our theorems we will suppose the following assumption is satisfied by 
the function M: 
M’(x) - is a strictly increasing function verifying 
xP--l 
M’(x) Fyo xp-l =o and M’(x) :+mmx,-I=m (1 dP< a). (*I, 
Obviously, condition (* )p implies 
(i) IffE LM and jf[ > 1, thenfE Lp, and 
(ii) Iffe Lp and IfI < 1, thenfE L”. 
We will consider the space Lp + L”. For f E Lp + LM and 0 < t < co we 
define the K,,,-functional by 
where 
@p,Mkf)=inf M(llfil,)+jl:M(rIhl)~~) 
( 
and where the inf is extended over all decompositions f = g + h off, with 
gELP and hEL”. If M(x)=xq,p<q<m, we have 
(compare this expression with the one appearing in [HP]). 
In any case, the K,,, -functional, as a function off, is a rearrangement 
invariant norm on Lp + L”, equivalent to the usual K-functional given by 
In this paper we obtain an explicit expression for the K,,,-functional 
when the function A4 satisfies the natural conditions stated earlier. Our 
results for the case M(X) = x4, q >p, should be compared to those in 
[INPI. 
The case p = 1 is somewhat singular and the expression for K,,, that we 
obtain is not a particular case of the one we obtain for K,, M when p > 1 
and so we will divide the discussion into two cases. 
We refer the reader to [BL, P] for background on interpolation between 
Lp (and Orlicz) spaces. 
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INTERPOLATION BETWEEN L".OID LM 
We suppose that A4 satisfies (*)I. The result we get in t 
the following 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a non-zero function belonging to L” + LM and let 
f* be its left-continuous non-increasing rearrangement. If 
x/= max x E [O, 00); M’ (f*(s) -j-(x)) ds 
> 
md A,, is the unique solution of the A-equation 
then 
M’ ]~J(f*-lb)dx =t 
1 
@,,dt;S I= M + x,M(tit,) + c; M(tf”) dx. 
The formula we have just stated has a nicer expression when 
q> 1. Tn fact 
COROLLARY 1. IffEL’+LY, q>l, 
fG,,(t; f) = ( 
t4(jxf* 1” 
(++ tqq- l + p ja p4 
liq, xT > 
where 
xy=max XE CO, co); SJf*</ *(X)(X* tg’) 
0 
and I/q + l/q’ = 1. 
Proof of Corollary 1. It is clear that 
xf= max {.x E [0, 00); j: f * -xf*(x) < tq:i*(x)] 
= max 
! 
x E [O, co); J: f* Q*(x)(x + P’)) 
and the R-equation is now J;ff * -1. I xf= P’A. 
14 
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1 i&r=- 
xf+ tq’ I 9 *, 0 
and besides 
Thus K1,, has the form stated earlier. m 
The proof of Theorem 1 is divided into two steps. First we study the case 
where f is a simple function and then we consider the convergence question. 
We begin our study by considering a simple function s = CT= I aixAi with 
a,> ... 3 a, > 0, where Als are pairwise disjoint and m(A,) = m, 1 d i < IZ. 
It is clear that 
where g belongs to the class of all measurable functions such that 0 <g < s. 
If 99 is the a-algebra generated by the sets Als, 1 < i < n, and P is the 
conditional expectation operator with respect to 8, it is known that 
I( E@gJI < (1 gl( r . Besides, Jensen’s inequality shows that 
I 
cc 
M(tP’(s-g)) dxxb O” M(t(s-g)) dx. 
0 s 0 
Hence 
@l.,(r;s)=o&~,iM miyi +tmM(t(u,--y,)). 
( > 
l<i=Sn 
1 1 
By continuity there exists a point jj = ( jjl . . . j7,) E n 1 i i ~ n [0, a j] so that 
@l,dt; S) = Mm Cy Vi) + CT mM(t(ui- ji)). 
LEMMA 1. The point j may be chosen in such a way that 
(a) There exist k, 1 <k<n, such that O<yi<ui if1 <i<k andyi= 
otherwise. 
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(b) The equation M’(m C: (ai - A)) = ‘(Ll) has only one soiulion 
Ak E (0, ak) and besides yi = ai - & for 1~ i 
(6) k=max{j; M’(m Ci (ai-aj)) < tM’(taj)). 
ProoJ Let $ be the function defined on l<i<n iI02 cl b 
~(Y~,.‘.,Y,)=M(mC1Yi)+mC’;M(t(a,-Yi)). 
Since 1 ,< i<j<n implies a,> a/-, the f~n~ti~~ h(x) = M(trai - ex) - 
M( taj - tx) is non-increasing for 0 ,< x 6 a,, then 
and so we may suppose yk + 1 = . . . =y, = 0,for some k. On the other baud, 
(d$/dyl)(O+, . . . . 0) < 0 and (a$/ay,)( y,, . . . . 2; j ..,, y,) > 0, then yi > 0 and 
ji < ai. This completes the proof of part (a). 
As a consequence of (a), the point (yl, . . . . Yk) is the minimum of t 
function $(yl, . . . . y,, 0, . . . . 0). Thus 
$, (jl) . ..) l)k, 0, . ..) 0) = 0 
I 
for all 1 < id k. It implies that 
= tM’(t(a,-y,)), l<iik, 
and then we have a, - j1 = . . . = ak - Yk = 2, > 0, where Ak verifies 
M’ m $j (a,--A.,) = tM’(l,t). 
( 1 > 
This concludes part (b). 
Let d = {j; M’(m C{ (ai - a,)) < tM’(ajt)>. It is easy to see that 1 and 
k belong to d, and if jc d then j- 1 E Oe (here we use that M’ is strictly 
increasing). For each Jo G!, let lj be the corresponding solution of the 
equation 
M’ rni (ai-A) = tM’(h) 
( 1 > 
(this solution necessarily belongs to the open interval (0, a,)). Since 
C{- ’ (ai - aj) = Ci (ai - aj) we have 
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so s-r <a,. Hence, if je& the function /z(x)= $(a, -/zi-r, . . . . ajP1 - 
aj-l,x, O . . .O) verifies h’(O+) ~0 and then j- 1 #k. It shows that 
k = max d and we get part (c). 1 
The preceding lemma enables us to prove the theorem for suitable simple 
functions. We state this result in the following 
PROPOSITION 1. Ifs = C;= I aiXA, is a simple function as before, 
f kmM(tl,) + i mM(ta,), 
k+l 
where k = max{ j; M’(m C{ (a,- aj)) d tM’(ta,)) and Ak is the unique soh- 
tion of the equation 
=tM’(tA). 
ProoJ Let k = max(j; M’(m Cj (a,- aj)) d tM’(aj)}. If k =max(j; 
M’(m Ci (ai - aj)) < tM’(tuj)) it is clear that k d k. If k < k we only need 
to prove that & = jlk and 
+ kmM(t&) + 5 mM(ta,) 
k+l 
+ kmM(t&). 
Fork+l<j<kwehave 
M’ mi (ai-aj) =tM'(tUj) 
( 1 > 
then Aj = aj. Since C{ (ui - uj) = xi-’ (ui - aj) we obtain uj = Aj- i and so 
ak= . . . =ak=aE= . . . =akil. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality we assume f =f* (this 
simplifies the notation). We define the function F by 
F(x) = M’ {; (f(s) -f(x) ds) - tM’(tf(x)) , 
> 
x > 0. 
This function F has the following properties 
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LEMMA 2. (a) F is left-continous for x > 0 and there exists 
F(O)=lim,,,+ F(x)<O. 
(b) F is non-decreasing. 
(cj The set {XE [0, co); F(x) d O> is a compact ~~b~~terva~~ we will 
denote by xr its maximum. 
(d) There exists a unique solution of the equation 
This solution denoted by AY is in the ivlterval (0, xsJ. 
(e) For the simple functions appearing in the preceding proposition 
x,=km and 1,=I,. 
ProoJ: Assertion (a) is a conseqence of the dominated convergence 
theorem. Part (b) can be deduced from the fact that if x’ <x then 
In order to show (c) we note that lim,, 3. f(x) = 0. If the interval 
1.x; F(x) d O> were not bounded, we would have 
[; (f-f(x))ds)~~~il*!f-f(x))~s) 
0 
whenever x > 1. Thus M’(fhf) = 0, which would imply f= 0. 
Since M’ is strictly increasing we have (d). Part (e) can be easily co 
puted. 1 
Next we go on with the proof of Theorem 1. For each n E N, let s, be the 
simple function defined by 
1 
0 
n2" 
sn =f F xco,lI2"1 + C f $ X((i-l)lZ",i/2"1* 
i-2 0 
It is obvious that s, /* f almost elverywhere when tz goes to cc (more 
precisely, lim, _ cc s,(x) =S(x) except at most in the discontinuity points of 
f). Now we shall show that lim, x, = xs and lim, 2, = +. Given E > 8 we 
can choose natural numbers k,, no in such a way that a = ko/YO < noYo 
and xf-s<a<xf. 
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Since we may express a = k,/2” for every ~12 n, (k, E IV) and f (a) = s,(a), 
we have 
M’ 1: 6% -s,(a)) dx) G M’ ( ja (f-f(a)) dx) 
0 
< tM’( tf(a)) = tM’(ts,(a)) 
for every n>n,. Hence x~--E<~<x, if n>rrO. On the other hand, let 
k,, n, be natural numbers so that x+ b = k,/2”’ -C xf + E. The same reasons 
as before imply s,(b) =f(b). Thus 
M’ j; (f-f(b)) dx) > tM’(tf(b)) = tM’(ts,(b)). 
Since s, 2 f as n -+ co, the monotone convergence theorem shows that 
s ob(8.-f(Wdx~ j:‘(f-f(Wx. 
Then for n large enough 
M’ 
> 
> tM’(ts,(b)) 
and it concludes the proof of lim, x,~ = xr 
Now consider the functions 
H,(A) = M’ jx’” (s, - ;I) dx - tM’( t/l), 
0 > 
We recall that the sequence (A,,), is bounded (L,,<s,(x,J =f(x,)). If X 
is a limit point of a convergent subsequence (&,),, of (A,“), we have 
since H, +,, H, uniformly on bounded intervals and lim, S> s, = S;ff 
Hence q,(X) = 0, which implies 2 = s= lim, il+. 
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By combining these results and applying the monotone and 
convergence theorems we have shown that 
lip Qp,,,(s,) = M jOm (f-h) dx 
where h = Lj-;fxcO,X~l +f~~~,,,~ E L”. Thus @l,M(f) d 
end the proof by recalling that @l,M(~,) < Q1,Jf). 
Remark. If we take for granted that the extremal decomposition is 
obtained by horizontal slicing of the function we get our result in a muc 
simpler manner. 
INTERPOLATION BETWEEN Lp AND L”, p>l 
Now we assume that M satisfies (e),. In this case we wiil follow the same 
procedure as before, although surprisingly the results we will obtain are 
formally different. We are not able to obtain more explicit expression, even 
for M= t4, of the critical points which minimize the correspondin 
infimum, but we are sure that the optimal decomposition does not 
correspond to a horizontal slicing of the function. The theorem we shall 
prove can be stated in the following way 
THEOREM 2. If f E Lp + L”, f # 0, there exists a unique no~-~~crea~~~~ 
non-negative function g E Lp such that 
(1) f”-g6L”, O<g(x)<f*(x), and 
M’(llgll,) _ , Wt(f*(xhW 
llsll,“-’ - g(x)“- 1 
for almost aI/ XE suppf*, 
(ii) @p,M(t;f) = M(IJgJ(,) + i; M(t(f * -g)) dx (f* is the left-con- 
tinuous non-increasing rearrangement off) 
For M(x) = ~4 (q >p) we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. If f E Lp + Lq, 1 <p < q < a, there exists a unique non- 
increasing non-negative function g E Lp verifving 
(i) f-gcLq, O<g(x)<f*(x), and 
almost everywhere on suppf *; 
(ii) J$,(t;f) = t(SF f *(f * -g)q-‘)“y. 
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Proof of Corollary 2. The expression appearing in (i) is clear. In order 
to show (ii) we note that 
jom (f*-g)“-lg=t-Y IIsI:-pjom gp=t- llgllp”. 
Thus 
Proof of Theorem 2. We begin by considering simple functions in the 
same manner as before. If s = C; aiXAi, where a, 2 . . . z a, > 0, Als are 
pairwise disjoint with m(A i) = m, 1 < if II. It is again clear that 
where 
i))+, . . . . y,)<O and- 
0 
Since (W/~YJ(Y 1, . . . . (a$/ayi)(yl, . . . . a;, . . . . y,) >O, 
1 d id n, the minimum of $ is attained at an interior point of the compact 
n; [O, Uj]. If y = (yl, . ..) y,) is such a point it verifies 
M’((C; mYfYp) = t M’(t(ui-.?i)) 
(C; myf)l-‘lP jjp-1 ’ 
Idid??. (1) 
Now we shall prove that 
(i) yi>, ... >j,. 
(ii) The system (1) has only one solution. 
For each a > 0 we consider the strictly decreasing function h, defined by 
h 
I2 
(y) = t M’(t(a -Y)) 
Y 
p-l ’ O<yda. 
If a > a’ > 0 and 0 < y < u’ we have h,(y) > h,,(y), so (i) is easily verified. 
Now suppose 2 = (pr, . . . . p,) is another solution of (1). If /yll, < Iljll, then 
hai < h,,(5i), 1 < i< n, because of the condition (*), imposed on M. 
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This implies vi >ui, 1 B z’< n, which contradicts the assumption that 
IlUtl, -C IlUtl,,~ Hence lt.i9, = ltjlt, and so pi =Ti, for all 1 < i ,< n. Conse- 
quently (ii) is proved and we have just established the following 
PROPOSITIQN 2. Let s = C; aiXA,, a, 2 . . . B a, > 0, m(Ai) = m, 1 < i ,< n, 
and the A i’s pairwise disjoint. There exists a ulmique ,function g E LP such that 
Moreover, if x E supp s, 0 < g(x) < s(x) and 
M’(llgll,) _ t~‘(t(s(x)--‘dx))) 
//gl/~-’ - g(x)P-’ . 
(Obviously g = C; jjxA,, where (vi)‘; is the solution of the system (I).) 
Suppose now f is a non-increasing non-negative function in Lp + L”. 
using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists a 
sequence of simple functions (s,~), such that 0 ,< s, 7 S la.e.1. For each 
N E N let g, be the corresponding function associated to s, according to the 
preceding proposition. For each a> 0, consider again the function 
h,(y)=tM'(t(a-~~))/y~-', O<y<a. Since h,,cx,<hk,,,T,c,r, 
and the same for s,+ r, we have that lign/[p > j/gntljjp would imply 
g,(x) <g,+ ,(x) [a.e.], which is not possible, so the sequence (/I gn)ip)n is 
non-decreasing. As also M( )/ g,ll,) d Qp,& t; s,) 6 QP,J t, f) we know that 
there exists C=lim,(M(jlg,(/,)/l(g,//~-‘)< co. Let x be such thatf(x) >O. 
The equation h/,,,(y) = C has only one solution denoted by g(x) an 
belonging to the open interval (O,f(x)). We will show that 
lim, g,(x) = g(x) [a.e.), x E suppf. Suppose that f(x) = lim, s,(x) and fix 
E>@. We can choose k, O<k< g(x) -r, satisfying hUfcX,(y)K2g(x) 
whenever y 3 k. Denoting 6 = min{hf(,,(g(x) -6) - C, C- h,(,,(g(x) + &)I, 
since M’ is uniformly continuous on [0, t(f (x) -k)], we have 
if y E [k, f,(x) J and IZ is large enough. Thus 
h&;,( [c - 6 cl) C (g(X) - 8, .&) + E) 
and hence g,(x) E (g(x) - F, g(x) + E) for n > no. 
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The function g E Lp and llgllp dlim, I)g,JI, < cc since the g,‘s are 
obviously non-increasing. Fatou’s lemma shows that 
jam MU-g))Glim jr Wtb,-g)) n 0 
=lim @p,M(t, 6J--lim~(Ilg,Il,) 
G @p,Mw-I- ~(llgllp). 
Then f - g E LM and eventually 
@P, M(kf) = ~(llgll,) + jam MU-g)), 
which concludes the proof of the theorem. [ 
Remark. Corollary 1 has to be compared with the results of [NP], 
where the usual K-functional is computed. 
In this case the extremal decomposition is also obtained by horizontal 
slicing of the function, but the cutting level is given by a different equation, 
namely (when f * is continuous) 
xf*(x)q+S~f*v=f*(x)qf",. 
x 
If = g + h is the extremal decomposition, Nilson and Peetre’s result states 
that tq’\(h[\,=t [lhllq, while ours says that tq’ l[h[l,= I[g[(,. 
The result of [NP] can easily be translated to the Orlicz space case 
[L’, L”]. In this setting the relevant norm on LM is the “Orlicz norm,” 
not the ordinary one (“Luxemburg norm”), i.e., the dual norm of the 
Luxemburg norm associated to the Young conjugate function M* (see 
[LT]). Then 
w~f)=g~plll+~ IlhllM) 
is given by the formula 
K(I;f)=I*f(u)du+jrnf*(u) Y gy du, 
0 x ( > 
where Y(A) = M*‘+’ (A) is the reciprocal of the derivative of M*, CI is a 
normalization factor (Y(a) = l), and x is defined by the equation 
(when f * is continuous). 
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